
•	 High-quality	Snow — The snow produced by IDE technology has been tested 
and acknowledged by all industry opinion leaders for its outstanding qualities  

•	 Plug	‘n	Play	Solution — Easy set up! Just plug it in to water and power 
sources and you’re ready for snow production

•	 Snow	Distribution	&	Mobility — For convenience and flexibility, you can 
move the snowmaker itself and the distribution unit anywhere and use it 
wherever you need it

•	 Any	Time,	Any	Temperature —Regardless of the weather conditions, 
Snowmaker2go produces high-quality snow anytime

•	 Easy-to-Use — Designed for simplicity, the Snowmaker2go couldn’t be easier 
to use and handle — no pre-qualification required

All Weather Snowmaker
SNOWMAKER  GO



ABOUT IDE
A world leader in water technologies, IDE specializes in the development, engineering, 
construction and operation of water treatment facilities worldwide. Today, IDE holds a 
proven track record that spans 400 plants, 40 countries and 4 decades.

Indicative Specifications VIM100

Designed Cooling Capacity 350 kW

Snowmaking Volumetric Capacity 200m3/day

Designed Power Consumption 180 kW

Electrical Supply 400V / 50Hz / 3 Phase

Snow Grain Size 0.5 – 1.0 mm

www.ide-tech.com     info@ide-tech.com

Get Snowed with SNOWMAKER2GO 
Nature doesn’t always cooperate. It has its own schedule, that may or may 
not meet your business needs. That’s where IDE’s new Snowmaker2go steps 
in and fills the missing gap.

A stand-alone device, Snowmaker2go gives you the flexibility of use 
wherever and whenever needed. Its simple set-up and operation make the 
Snowmaker2go a true plug-and-play solution.

With production capabilities of 200 mr2/day high-quality snow all you’ll need 
to do is point and shoot the Portable Snowmaker’s distribution gun for the 
coverage you need. 

Proven Technology You Can Rely On
Based on IDE’s VIM (Vacuum Ice Maker) technology, the Snowmaker2go 
combines proven abilities with the convenience and flexibility of a 
mobile solution. Now you can get high-quality snow produced in an 
environmentally friendly way, where and when you need it.




